WHAT IS FORCED ORGAN
HARVESTING IN CHINA?
Killing a healthy person for their
organs, so that those organs can be
sold to recipients

THE PROCESS
The Chinese Government
imprisons innocent people for their
beliefs or ethnicity
Victims undergo chest x-rays,
ultrasounds and blood tests in prisons,
hospitals and detention centres

A recipient pays for an organ to be
made available
A victim who is the best match is
killed, and their organs are
extracted for transplantation

CHINA TRIBUNAL
Over 12 months, the China Tribunal, chaired by Sir Geoffrey Nice QC,
assessed all available evidence and concluded that:
“Forced organ
harvesting has
been committed for
years throughout
China on a
signiﬁcant sclale.”

“Falun Gong
practitioners have
been one - and
probably the main Source of organ
supply.”

“The vulnerability
of the Uyghurs to
being used as a
bank of organs is
also obvious.”
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Telephone
investigations to
Chinese transplant
specialists
conﬁrming
extremely short
waiting times to
receive organs,
sometimes 2-4
weeks, with Falun
Gong organs also
available

Personal
testimony of
relatives of the
deceased victims
and fellow
internees

Ofﬁcial Chinese
Communist
Party
documents of
policy and
practices

Chinese data
showing more
transplant
operations each
year than ofﬁcially
claimed

Websites
advertising
transplant services
to foreigners,
including heart
transplants

A statistical
analysis showing
that current
ofﬁcial Chinese
organ donation
data has been
manipulated and
does not represent
the real numbers

Forced medical tests
of Falun Gong
practitioners and
Uyghurs, including CT
scans, x-rays, and
ultrasounds

Source: CHINATRIBUNAL.COM

THEY TAKE YOUR
FREEDOM
THEY TAKE YOUR
ORGANS
THEY TAKE YOUR
LIFE

The Chinese Communist
Party’s multi-billion-dollar
murder-for-organs industry

WHAT IS FORCED ORGAN
HARVESTING IN CHINA?
Most Countries: Ethical Matching
Most countries have a
voluntary organ donation
system.

1- 4 Years
waiting time

Ethically selected
recipients
(no payment)

Recipients wait for an organ
to become available.

100%
Voluntary
donors

When a donor dies, the best
matched person on the
waiting list is rushed to
hospital to receive their
transplant.

China: Unethical Reverse Matching
Short
‘’waiting’’ time
2 - 4 weeks

Recipients pay for an organ
to be made available.

Prison
A+

O-

A-

B

B-

The prisoner is killed and
their organs extracted for
transplantation.

Labour camp
O-

Paying
recipients

A-

A+

B

A prisoner of conscience,
who is the best match for the
paying recipient, is chosen
from a large pool of
detainees.

O

Transplants for organs such
as hearts, livers and kidneys
are scheduled in advance and
performed in a matter of
weeks.
Perpetrator - the Chinese
Communist Party.

HOW DID THIS ATROCITY BEGIN?
1970s
Clinical organ transplantation began in China.
The ﬁrst recorded case of organ harvesting from
a prisoner of conscience took place in 1978.

1999
The Chinese Communist Party began its
persecution of the Buddhist qigong practice of
Falun Gong with millions of people put into prisons
and labour camps.

1994
HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH REPORT
‘’Political offenders and other non-violent
criminals’’ were being used as sources for organs.
Chinese doctors participated in “pre-execution
medical tests’’ and matching of prisoners with
recipients, “often on a ﬁrst-paid, ﬁrst-served
basis’’.
Executions were deliberately mishandled to
ensure that prisoners were “not yet dead when
their organs were removed’’.

2000
2006
Independent investigations began showing far
more transplants taking place than ofﬁcially
claimed. Organs taken from death-row prisoners
do not account for the total number of transplants
performed in China.

The number of transplants and transplant
centers began to grow exponentially.

NUMBER OF LIVER TRANSPLANTS
“The number of liver transplants
in 2000 reached 10 times that of
1999. In 2005, the number
tripled further.’’

A voluntary donation system was not established
until 2014. This system lacks transparency and
investigations show donation ﬁgures have been
falsiﬁed.

-He Xiaoshun

Transplant Surgeon
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2020
The CHINA TRIBUNAL concluded:
“Forced organ harvesting has been committed for
years throughout China on a signiﬁcant scale.’’
“Falun Gong practitioners have been one - and
probably the main - source of organ supply.’’

2000

2005

2019
CHINA TRIBUNAL
• Chaired by Sir Geoffrey Nice QC
• 12 month investigation
• 5 days of public hearings
• CCP committing crimes against humanity.
- MURDER
- TORTURE
- EXTERMINATION
- FORCED ORGAN HARVESTING
- IMPRISONMENT
- RAPE AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE
- ETHNIC & RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION
- A WIDESPREAD AND SYSTEMATIC ATTACK

2021
12 UN Special Rapporteurs issued a formal
correspondence to China, requesting access for
independent monitors.
chinatribunal.com

Source: ENDTRANSPLANTABUSE.ORG

DID YOU KNOW?

Facts about Forced Organ Harvesting in China

China performs
60,000 to 100,000
transplants each year
Ofﬁcial ﬁgure of 10,000
- 15,000 transplants per
year is signiﬁcantly
understated

- On-demand transplants
scheduled in advance
- Waiting time is days or
weeks
- Taken from living
sources who are killed

Reform of organ
sourcing
announced in
2015 - not
implemented in
practice
In 2020, the China
Tribunal, chaired by Sir
Geoffrey Nice QC, found
that forced organ
harvesting is happening
in China and it amounts
to Crimes Against
Humanity
Evidence convinced the U.S.
Congress and European
Parliament to pass
resolutions condemning
China’s organ harvesting

Voluntary
donations
cannot supply
the number of
transplants
performed
Most organs still sourced
from killing prisoners of
conscience, mainly Falun
Gong practitioners

